Risk factors in street food practices in developing countries: A review
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Abstract

Street food trading solves major social and economic problems in developing countries through the provision of ready-made meals at relatively inexpensive prices and employment for teeming rural and urban populace along its value chain. However, due to informal nature of the enterprise, the activities of the practitioners are not regulated. This gives ample room for unwholesome practices. The results are the risks such activities pose to the health and safety of practitioners along the value chain. This review paper, a summary of literature reports on risk factors in street food trade in developing countries and recommended safety intervention, is written with the hope of providing global baseline for intervention to ensure safe food practices. Adoption of safety approaches that permeates the entire chain of street food business from good agricultural practices through hazard analysis critical control points strategy to good hygiene practices by farmers, vendors and consumers would significantly reduce risks in street food consumption. Above all, active collaboration of all stakeholders toward the strengthening and proper enforcement of public health policies to ensure safe practices and engender safer and healthier society is recommended.
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1. Introduction

Street foods are enjoying increasing patronage due to industrialization which is forcing many city dwellers to eat their major daily meals out of home [1]. Street food vending is a common feature of most cities and towns in developing countries [2]. Aside provision of ready-made instant meals at relatively inexpensive prices, teeming urban dwellers are attached to street foods because of its gustatory attributes. These attributes are linked to the culinary prowess of the vendors [3,4]. Akinyele [5] reported the significant contribution of street foods to nutrition and food security for millions of practitioners along the chain. Draper [6] also identified them as potential vehicles for micronutrient fortification.

Street food vending activities in most developing countries are mostly outside the regulation and protection of the governments. The economic importance of the activities is not well appreciated due to the informal nature of the enterprise and lack of official data on volume of trade involved [7]. Street food vending makes up the significant proportion of informal sector of the economy of most developing countries. About 28.5% labor force in Mexico were reportedly employed in the informal sector, 30.8% of the activities in this sector were in the street food which employed over 120,000 vendors in Mexico city alone in 1998 [8]. Dawson and Canet [9] reported that street food vending in Malaysia is a multi-million US dollar trade providing direct employment for over 100,000 vendors with gross annual sales volume of about 2 billion US dollars. Hiemstra et al. [10] also mentioned the significant contribution of microbusinesses made up largely of street food sector to the economy of Vietnam.

However, the sector is fraught with unwholesome activities which have been reported to pose serious concerns over the safety of the practitioners, especially the health of the consumers [11]. These unwholesome activities traversed the whole chain of street food business from agricultural raw materials...
to the final retail street foods and have been fingered in the outbreak of diseases and illnesses [12]. The prevention, maintenance and treatment of diseases from street food borne illnesses were reported to result in heavy drain on the purse of individuals and governments in the developing countries due to huge spending involved [2]. The meager resources that could have been used for infrastructural development are being channeled to treatment of preventable diseases outbreak due to the unwholesome activities mentioned above. This review aims to provide exposition on the sources of risks of significant health importance to the consumers and safety of the practitioners along the chain of street foods reported in the literature and the safety intervention proposed. This could assist to provide holistic intervention baseline to safeguard the health and safety of all along the entire chain.

2. Risk factors

Several factors which predispose street foods to public health risks were mentioned in the literature. They were described as possible areas of control to improve on the safety of street foods [7]. The risks reported in the literature were classified into three major categories, namely: environmental, chemical and microbiological [13]. However, the risk concerns mostly expressed were majorly health and spoilage/microbial related [14,15]. The risk factors, also referred to as points of hazards, permeate the whole chain of street food business and are discussed below.

2.1. Agricultural practices

Growing world population is putting tremendous pressure on food production. The attendant effect is the increasing need to maximize available resources for improved farm yield to feed the growing population. Farmers use inorganic agrochemicals and organic manure to improve the yield of farm produce, prevent competition with weeds and maintain the quality by preventing infestation by insects and spoilage by microorganisms on the field and during storage. The use of these chemicals is well regulated in developed countries through the enactment and enforcement of acts and laws which control and limit their usage for agricultural practices. These laws are to prevent the residual effect of these chemicals on consumers [16]. However, opposite is the case in developing countries where farmers use excessive chemicals to achieve bumper yields. Farmers in developing countries often patronize easily synthesized, cheap and patent expired chemicals [17]. Residues from excessive chemical applications to boost farming operations have been reported in high concentrations in soils, livestock and aquatic animals [17,18]. Significant relationship has been established between residual chemical accumulation in the soil and uptake by crops during growth [19]. These chemicals are stored in the edible parts of crops, livestock and aquatic animals [17,20]. Scientific research has proven that the presence of the residual agro-chemicals in foods is detrimental to human health. The accumulation of foreign chemicals such as lead (Pb), arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu) and mercury (Hg) in human system has been linked to immune-suppression, hypersensitivity to chemical agents, breast cancer, reduced sperm count and infertility [21,22].

2.2. Sources and quality of raw foods and ingredients

Quest for profit maximization by the vendors or the need to make street foods affordable for the consumers make some vendors patronize cheap and unsafe ingredients that may be detrimental to the health of the consumers. Results of survey conducted by Omemu and Aderoju [23] showed that vendors of street foods in Nigeria considered the volume (94%) and the price (93%) than the freshness and cleanliness when buying raw foods to be cooked or vended. In the study conducted in India, Choudhury et al. [3] observed that procurement habits of food items by street vendors differ according to the size of the establishments and was significantly (p<0.05) influenced by the type of vendors, ownership and average monthly income. The study reported that all the mobile vendors and owners of small restaurant procure unlabeled and unpacked food grains and semi-processed ingredients from grocery shops. While majority (87%) of owners of small restaurants procures labeled and packed condiments, dry fruits and spices from grocery, most (44%) of the mobile food vendors purchase condiments and spices, nuts and dry fruits from traditional weekly or daily markets with 37% of them prepared, dried and powdered their own ingredients at home. Close to 56% of mobile vendors used unlabeled and unpacked condiments and spices. Studies have shown that home-made cereal flour and condiments used in street foods preparations are contaminated with Bacillus cereus [14,24,25] which was reported to be responsible for outbreak of food borne illness [26]. Umoh and Odoba [14] reported that highest frequency of B. cereus observed for ‘kunu’, a fermented cereal product in West Africa was due to local spices and raw materials used as condiments in their survey of microbial quality of street foods sold in the street of Zaria, Nigeria.

Some street food vendors use leftover perishable raw materials for next day preparation without storage facility. Not a single small restaurant owners interviewed by Choudhury et al. [3] had refrigeration facility, whereas 20%, 93%, 97% and 30% of them stored left-over green vegetables, raw food materials, canned/bottled foods, and milk and milk products, respectively for more than 24 h.

Poisoned fish from chemically treated ponds [27], meat and milk from sick and old animals, use of substandard slaughter facility [28], and vegetables and crops with heavy chemical residues are often use for food preparation in some developing countries. These practices were encouraged by weak regulatory and inspection facilities in these countries [28]. Distance from slaughter facility, exorbitant user fees and inadequate security at the slaughter house which led to theft of meat were the major reasons given by the suppliers of meat for street food preparation in Ga District, Ghana for not using slaughter facility provided by the government [29].

Inadequate cooking of ingredients with heavy microbial loads could results in the survival of pathogens of significant health importance to the consumers [30]. In the four months survey of the microbiological loads of street vended fruit salads and
Microorganisms favored by holding temperature in the range of 5°C and 60°C are usually consumed uncooked. Clostridium perfringens was isolated in 3% of the salad samples. The report implicated tomatoes and onions, major ingredients for salads and gravies, as the major sources of contamination because they are grown close to the grounds and are expected to contain large numbers of vegetative bacteria and spores. Bryan et al. [32] reported high load of APC in street vended beans and chick peas in Dominican Republic and Pakistan. Mensah et al. [30] also reported high load of Shigella sonnei and pathogenic Escherichia coli in samples of salads, soups and sauces, and macaroni served with stew sold in the streets of Accra, Ghana. Aside tomato, which was the major ingredients in the stew for macaroni, water sources for watering of vegetables during growth and wetting to preserve the freshness before sales, and animal wastes, such as chicken droppings, used as manure were also considered to be responsible for the high fecal microbial load. Black et al. [33] also reported that 1.8% of soup and stew samples from the streets of Peru were contaminated with fecal bacteria.

Mycotoxins in the raw foods have been reported to survive food preparation stage [34]. Kpodo et al. [35] reported aflatoxin levels between 0.7 and 313 μg/kg aflatoxin in fermented maize dough from two ‘kenkey’ production sites in Accra, Ghana during 18 months sampling period.

2.3. Food preparation, handling and vending

The temperatures employed in the cooking and frying operations during street food preparations are high enough to kill the vegetative cells, but the resistant spores of microorganisms may survive [32]. However, the ways and manners street foods are being prepared, handled and vended predispose them to recontamination, cross contamination and transmission of pathogens and food borne illnesses. Most of the foods for street vending are usually prepared in bulk at different times ahead of retailing [14]. The long holding period of more than 6 h, sometimes at ambient temperature [11], were reported to be a common factor contributing to food borne illness through multiplication of microorganisms favored by holding temperature in the range of 5°C and 60°C (described as danger zone). Mosupye and von Holy [36] suggested that holding conditions which favored the survival and germination of Bacillus spores may be responsible for the high load of Bacillus spp. isolated in ready to eat street foods.

Method of transportation plays a significant role in the contamination of street foods. It has been reported that transportation and display of meats play significant role in the acceleration of their spoilage and transmission of zoonotic diseases [28]. The manner of moving slaughtered animal carcasses from slaughter points to retailing points in crude structures such as wooden push carts, open plastic or aluminum trays on heads or “off-road” vehicles increased the chances of cross contamination. Okoli et al. [28] reported that it is a common site in Nigeria to see vehicles not design for meat transportation such as taxis and buses without cooling facilities and even motorcycles carrying meat products from slaughter points to the retailing points. Okoli et al. [28] continued that it is not uncommon to see butchers and retailers turning carcasses meat for human consumption into sitting or resting platforms in the vehicles during the cause of transportation.

Meats are retailed in the markets and streets of Africa in open wooden trays that are usually difficult to wash thoroughly thereby harboring niches for microorganisms’ contamination of meats and deposition of airborne pollutants. Mosupye and von Holy [36] reported high aerobic plate and spore counts of 7.6 and 2.2 log cfu/g, respectively, in raw beef/chicken for retails in the streets of Johannesburg, South Africa. Some studies reported high loads of microorganisms in excess of recommended tolerable levels from some processed meats for street vending despite high temperature of processing. Bryan et al. [37] and Ekanem [2] reported high coliforms levels greater than 10³ cfu/g in processed beef and chicken sold in the streets of Zambia and Nigeria, respectively. Lues et al. [15] attributed the high levels of microorganisms isolated from the processed meats to recontamination by the hands of the vendors, utensils and vending environment.

Non-regulation of time and holding temperature had been recognized as major risk factors in street foods that contribute to diseases outbreak [11]. Majority of the vendors in Abeokuta, Nigeria (90%) and Ozamiz city, Philippines (55%), prepared their products on the morning of sale [23,38], while most of the vendors in Kampala, Uganda cooked foods on the premises (75%) and well in advance of consumption (77%) [11]. Other risk factors identified in the preparation and handling of street foods include: the common use of stove charcoal for keeping and warming of food over a long period of time which may not provide adequate temperature enough to prevent proliferation of pathogenic microorganisms [15,37]; as reheating of food at temperature below 40°C could increase salmonella contamination [39], overheating at higher temperature could lead to loss of essential nutrients and flavors in the food; holding of foods at ground level and incessant uncovering of foods for dispensing exposed street foods to dust contamination and flies which has been linked to food borne diseases such as cholera and diarrheal [40]. Mosupye and von Holy [36] observed that ready to eat foods could be left uncovered for up to 10 min at a time when vendors were serving customers. Umoh and Odoba [14] reported that more than 13% of street foods surveyed in Zaria, Nigeria were contaminated with S. aureus of which 43.8% were haemolytic strains and 18% enterotoxigenic. The report identified post processing handling as the major cause of the contamination because the high temperature of processing and low water activity of most foods surveyed were enough to prevent proliferation of microorganisms and formation of toxins which are hazardous to human health.

The vending practices and facilities use for dispensing street foods were recognized in the literature as major contributors to the cross contamination of street foods. Bryan et al. [32] reported that major contamination of street foods occurred at vending sites as a result of cross contamination during cutting
Mosupye and von Holy [36] observed that raw meat and poultry as well as gravy and salad being sold by a vendor in Johannesburg, South Africa were cut and chopped with the same knife on the same surface without cleaning in-between. The study added that the same vendor chopped salad raw materials for food preparation with bare hands and even exchange knives with fellow vendors without in-between cleaning thereby increasing the chances of cross contamination.

Majority of street vendors, as reported in different studies, used non-disposable plates, cups and cutleries for serving foods [11,23,38]. These utensils were usually washed with soap solution and rinsed in cold water, while in some other instances washed with cold water and scouring towels. While some vendors changed the washing and rinsing liquids twice in a day, others used the same liquids unchanged for the whole day. These practices, observed by the authors, create favorable environment for recontamination of street vended foods. The use of same set of cutleries (not properly cleaned after each use by different consumers) led to cross contamination and transmission of infectious diseases among unsuspecting consumers [36]. Example of this practice is shown in Fig. 1.

A comparative study on the risks involved in the use of hands and cutleries to serve street foods in Ghana by Mensah et al. [30] showed that the use of bare hands to serve increased the level of contamination. The study recognized serving stage as a critical point in the street food industry. Enteropathogens, such as *Salmonella typhi* that can survive on human hands for more than three hours have been isolated in vendors’ hands in Ghana [41]. Enterogenic *E. coli* of the type isolated in diarrhea cases were isolated in some women’s hands in Thailand [42]. Serving of some street foods with bare hands is a common practice in most developing countries (Fig. 2).

Fermentation is an age-long food preservation technology the world over. Traditional fermentation technology is still being used in developing countries, especially Africa where refrigeration is not a readily available option. Despite the preservation advantage offer by the low pH of between 3.5 and 5.0 as a result of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) activities, the safety of street vended traditional fermented food products in Africa is still of serious concerns in view of the reported isolation of microorganisms of public health importance from some fermented food products. Alimi et al. [4] reported isolation of pathogenic organisms from ‘nunu’ (fermented milk product) samples, while Olasupo et al. [43] isolated *S. aureus* and *Klebsiella* spp. from ‘wara’ (West African soft cheese), *E. coli*, *Salmonella* sp. and *Klebsiella* sp. from ‘nunu’, and *Bacillus subtilis*, *E. coli*, *S. aureus* and *Enterococcus faecalis* from ‘ogi’ and ‘kunu’ (cereal based fermented foods). The fact that traditional fermentation technology is still at rudimentary stage which does not give room to the control of the process coupled with the ways and manners the products are being vended in the streets further predisposed their consumers to serious health risks [44]. While some processors use residuals from previous batch as starters for the next batch of products which was recognized by Edelsten [45] to be partly responsible for the spread of pathogenic microorganisms in some traditionally fermented products, others leave the fermentation process to proceed spontaneously by the dictate of the environment [46]. Since the process is not controlled, Umoh and Odoba [14] believed that the type and number of different strains, environmental conditions and pH would dictate whether fermenting or pathogenic microbes would prevail.

### 2.4. Vending environments

Studies have raised serious concerns on the dangerous abuse street foods are exposed to in the vending environments. Street food vendors usually target high human traffic areas for the display of their products to enhance sales. Street food vending is a common site in such areas as major street corners, industrial/construction sites, bus/train terminals, public places and school compounds [12]. The vending units are either mobile or stationary using open or protected crude structures such as push carts, display wooden tables, aluminum trays or bowls or chop bars [38]. Retailing of a street food along a major street in a developing country is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. Street food consumption at a market place.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Street food retailing on major street.](image2)
The environments under which street foods are being prepared, vended and consumed predisposed them to recontamination and cross contamination from environmental pollutants such as airborne chemicals in dusts, exhaust discharges from moving vehicles and industrial engines, burning fumes and offensive smell from accumulated waste and effluent from industrial discharges, insects and rodents [27,30]. Airborne diseases and microbes which may be pathogenic if allowed to settle on the prepared food surfaces abound in dust [11]. Bryan et al. [37] observed accumulation of large heaps of garbage around street food vending sites in Zambia which harbored insects and animal pests (known vectors of diseases). Littering was also reported to be a common practice at the vending sites in Uganda [11]. Since nearness to customers is the primary target of street food vendors, vending sites usually lack basic facilities such as toilets, hand washing facilities, potable water, good drainage and waste disposal system [47]. Where some of these facilities are provided, large concentration of vendors in human congested areas usually placed serious strain on them resulting in interference with city plans and adverse effects on daily life [11]. All these conditions enhance the incidence of food borne illnesses and transmission of diseases among vast consumers of street foods [2].

2.5. Hygiene practices

Several studies on hygienic practices of street food vendors confirmed WHO [48] report that most street food vendors have knowledge of hygienic practices but concluded that majority of them do not put the knowledge into practice [11,15,23]. Although street vendors were reported to exhibit good personal cares, however, they were negligence to compliance with adequate hygiene practices at the preparation and vending sites. Inadequacy or near absence of basic facilities at the vending sites were mostly attributed for non-compliance with basic hygiene principles. In the study on the hygienic practices by street food vendors in Trinidad, West Indies, Benny-Ollivierra and Badrie [49] reported that most of the vending sites observed did not have pipe borne water, 97.5% did not have drain to channel waste water and toilet facilities. The report was not different for street food vending sites in Kingston, Jamaica [50], Lima, Peru [51], Philippines [52] and Uganda [11]. Lack of toilet and lavatory facilities at the vending sites forced most street food hawkers to seek secluded areas within the vicinity like bushes and uncompleted buildings for excretion. Idowu and Rowland [47] reported that majority of the street food vendors studied in Abeokuta, Nigeria used dung hills and nearby bushes in place of toilets and clean up with sheets of paper.

Open bins were commonly used for garbage collection. However, Muyanja et al. [11] reported that 92.8% of vendors in Kampala, Ugandan used gunny bags for waste collection. Several studies reported that overflowing of garbage bins was a common site in most vending points while the final garbage disposals are usually far away from vending sites. Heaps of garbage around the vending sites could serve as breeding points for rodents, insects and flies which promote proliferation of microorganisms and increase the risk of contamination of foods and transmission of diseases [14,30].

2.6. Knowledge and attitude of street food vendors to food safety practices

Majority of disease outbreaks related to street foods were linked to negligence of food handlers [53]. About 15 cases of foodborne disease outbreaks monitored in Zhapo, a coastal resort of Guangdong, China, from 2008 to 2011 were traced to the negligence of food vendors [54]. Researchers from different parts of developing world have made efforts to study the depth of food safety knowledge, disposition to food safety issues and practices of street food vendors [3,11,23,55,56]. Their reports identified education, food safety training, race and vending environment among the factors that affect knowledge and attitude of food vendors to food safety practices. Toh and Birchennough [56] established interdependence of knowledge and attitude of street food vendors to food safety practices with strong linear relationship (r = 0.00, p < 0.01). Though several authors reported that education and training enhanced hawkers knowledge and attitude to food safety practices [56–58], Choudoury et al. [3], however, reported that education had no significant impact on knowledge and attitude of vendors in Guwhati, Assam, India to food safety practices such as procurement of fresh foods, food adulteration and management of leftover foods. It was also reported by Liu et al. [55] that more than 66% of the vendors in Shijiazhuang, China that have basic food safety knowledge were still negligent of food safety practices.

Summary from different studies on the safety perception of street food vendors is that vendors are not completely ignorant of basic food safety practices. For examples, studies reported that most vendors knew that they must bath regularly and not attached bath to visible dirt or objectionable odor [23], washed their hands during food preparation, serving, after using the toilet, sneezing, coughing and handling contaminated materials like exchange of money [11], smoking is not good for their health and should not engage in it while serving foods [58]. However, the reality on the ground showed that all these were mere rhetoric and statements of the minds which were rarely put into actual practices by most vendors due to some factors [59]. Convenience and economic factors were the main reasons why most vendors were not implementing their knowledge of safety practices. Vendors in Malaysia regarded wearing of head covering, apron and glove as cumbersome and their regular removal as time wasting. They also preferred selling their products by the roadsides to designated places with adequate safety facilities because of better patronage which came with nearness to consumers [57]. In addition, all of the street food vendors interviewed by Lues et al. [15] in Bloemfontein, South Africa, confessed that they had prepared food for public consumption at some point while sick probably because their sustenance depended on daily returns from the trade. These attitudes greatly expose street food consumers to food borne illnesses which could lead to epidemic if not promptly controlled. An alarming 52.5% of consumers interviewed by Surujlal and Badrie [60] in Trinidad, West Indies had
experienced some form of perceived illnesses traceable to street food consumption.

2.7. Attitude of consumers to the hazards of street food

Consumers are the major risk bearers of the consequences of street food safety [7]. The attitude of consumers to safety of street food varied and is dependent on some socio-economic factors [4]. While some are cautious of where and how they purchase the street foods because of their knowledge of the hazards attached [7,61]; others are beclouded with the urgency to satisfy their culinary drive and enjoy the gustatory attributes attached to the street foods [4,62]. A typical scene of consumer preference for appetite satiety over vending environment is shown in Fig. 1.

Consumers’ attitude and perception of hazards in street foods is often driven by their level of education, income, knowledge of food safety, age and gender. Literature reported varied effect of these factors on the attitude of consumers to safety of street food and their perception of hazards inherent in its consumption. For instance, while Alimi et al. [4] and Bekerroum [62] separately reported that education and income positively affected perception of consumers on the hazards of street foods in Nigeria and North Africa, respectively; reports of Liu et al. [55] and Samapundo et al. [63] were to the contrary for street food consumers in China and Haiti. Alimi et al. [4] had reported in their study that consumers with higher education were more conscious of possible health risks inherent in street food because of the information at their disposal while those with higher income would rather patronize regulated fast food outlets and supermarkets though expensive. Liu et al. [55], Samapundo et al. [63] and Asiegbu et al. [64] reported a surprising trend where barely literate consumers had higher food hazards consciousness than highly educated consumers in China, Haiti and South Africa, respectively. It could be inferred from these reports that higher level of education and income most often do not imply good food safety consciousness and habit. However, it was unanimously reported that young males within 20–35 years age bracket were the most negligent group to the hazards of street foods. Their occupations and lifestyles were cited as the major factors for this careless disposition [4,7,64].

Street food consumers in developing countries are generally more concerned about microbial hazards [7]. Pathogens of significant public health importance such as Salmonella, S. aureus, Listeria monocytogenes, Campylobacter jejuni and E. coli have been isolated in some street foods in developing countries [4,54]. Reports in literature show that consumers are aware that microorganisms especially bacteria are responsible for foodborne diseases but have very little knowledge about their pathogeneses. Knowledge of consumers on these microorganisms and their pathogeneses was diverse. Asiegbu et al. [64] reported that street food consumers in Johannesburg, South Africa were aware that certain microorganisms can cause diseases and even lead to death but knew very little about specific pathogens. Prior outbreak of foodborne diseases linked to bacteria that attracted extensive mass media coverage was cited as the reason for their awareness [65]. Samapundo et al. [63] also reported that over 80% of consumers interviewed in Port-au-Prince, Haiti were not aware that Salmonella spp., hepatitis A virus and S. aureus are major pathogens responsible for food related diseases outbreak.

3. Recommended approaches to ensure safe street food practice

Street food vending is an important component of socio-economic activities in developing countries. Its significance is appreciated by the volume of trade involved, provision of ready-made meals and employment for the teeming populace along the chain of the business. The benefits and contribution of street food trade to the economy of developing countries elicited recommendations from researchers on ways to mitigate the hazards in its consumption and safeguard the health of consumers. Alimi et al. [4] recommended that safety approach to hazards of street foods should start from good agricultural practices and permeate the whole chain of the business. It was recognized that policies and regulations for safe street food trade are very weak and poorly enforced in most developing countries [55] and even non-existent in some countries [63]. Therefore, strengthening of the policies and proper enforcement would undoubtedly ensure significant reduction in the hazards of street food consumption [7]. These would involve active participation of all stakeholders in street food trade such as governments, street food vendors, consumers’ associations, civil society groups and development partners. Raising the awareness on the treat of unwholesome practices in street food trading through dissemination of information in mass media and audience participatory programs was further recommended. Engagement of professionals in food and health related disciplines to draw-up guidelines for the management of street food practices, implementation of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points concept along the entire chain of the business, education of vendors and consumers on hygiene and safe food practices were canvassed by Alimi et al. [4], Liu et al. [55], Badrie et al. [66] and WHO [53].

4. Conclusions

There is no doubt that street food trade is very important to the socio-economy of developing countries. However, informal nature of the trade gives room for unwholesome activities which could pose serious hazards to the health and safety of the practitioners along the chain. Several points of hazards also called risk factors were identified. The risk factors permeate the entire system and are mostly health and microbial/spoilage related. Proper management of the trade by all the stakeholders (farmers, vendors, consumers, governments, food and health professionals in academics and development partners) would ensure safe practices and engender safer and healthier society.
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